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Addis Ababa – Deputy Chief of 
Mission, Leo Vinovezky, with 

Serkalem Adigeh from the Embassy 
(Trade Promotion Department) 
talked about cooperation between 
the Ethiopian Agricultural 
Transformation Agency (ATA) and 
our embassy through MASHAV 
beside our Economic Department. 
Representing the ATA, Mr. Dawit 
Mulugeta just returned from a 
conference in Tel Aviv University, 
Israel about determining factors 
for food safety, security –– Manna 
Center Program for Food Safety 
and Security’s 2014 Conference –– 
an international conference on 
the role of the private sector in 
advancing agricultural innovation 
in development.

Manna Center for Food Safety and Security at Tel 
Aviv University, in collaboration with the Pears 
Innovation for International Development Program 
and MASHAV, organized this conference on the 
topic of Leveraging the Private Sector for Agricultural 
Innovation in Development. Over 120 people attended 
the conference divided in 3 panels.

“Diplomats’ Corner” show

Embassy hosts Ethiopian Agricultural Transformation Agency official

Leo and Serkalem with Dawit Mulugeta here discussing his visit, possible areas of 
cooperation in hi-tech agriculture

Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh spoke with Afro 

FM Radio’s journalist Yemman 
Haileslasie as the guest diplomat 
for “Diplomat’s Corner” show of 
the week. In the interview, she 
recounted her experiences growing 
up in Ethiopia and later living in 
Israel, her love and wishes for both 
countries, and her career life. She 
also talked about the Embassy’s 
activities in nurturing more the 
Ethio-Israeli relations in various 
diplomatic, economic, cultural, and 
development cooperation areas.
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Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh met with 

ambassadors of the Republic of 
Burundi, the Republic of South 
Sudan, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, and the Kingdom of 
Swaziland at her office.

She had courtesy meetings with 
her counterparts from South 
Sudan (H.E. Mr. Akuei Bona 
Malwal), Germany (H.E. Mr. Joachim 
Schmidt), and Swaziland (H.E. Mr. 
Promise S. Msibi). Ambassador 

Msibi was also appointed as non-resident Ambassador 
of the Kingdom of Swaziland to Israel and was on his 
way to Israel to present his credentials to President of 
Israel. With Burundi’s Ambassador, H.E. Mr. Alain Aime 
Nyamitwe, Ambassador Belaynesh discussed the 
appointment of an Honorary Consul of the Republic 
of Burundi in Israel. They also talked about sending 
volunteer agriculture experts from Israel and the U.S. 
to Burundi.

Meeting with President of Amhara regional state

Foreign ambassadors visit the Embassy

Ambassador Belaynesh with Ambassadors of Swaziland and GermanyHere with Ambassador of South Sudan

Bahir Dar – Ambassador 
Belaynesh and Amhara regional 

state President, Gedu Andargachew 
held talks in Bahir Dar about 
two topics. One was on how to 
proceed with the establishment of 

museums in Gonder and Tigray regional states, a joint 
venture initiated when Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor 
Liberman visited Ethiopia in June two months ago. The 
other one was on the procedures of bringing Israeli 
business investments to the Amhara region.



(Left to right) Aida Muluneh, Shai Azulay, Samuel Yirga
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Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh met with Mr. Josiah 
Ogina, IOM’s Chief of Mission 

and Representative to the AU, ECA, and IGAD. They 
discussed the issue of illegal immigrants entering 
Israel, and ways to prevent that.

Collaboration with Ethiopian artists

Immigration issues discussed with IOM official

Jerusalem, Addis Ababa – Our 
Cultural Affairs Director Monica 

Manaker met in Addis Ababa with 
the award-winning Ethiopian 
photographer Aida Muluneh from 
Desta For Africa Creative Consulting 
PLC (DFA). They discussed 
cooperation between our Embassy 
and her upcoming projects.

Earlier, Monica also met with 
the Israeli painter Shai Azulay 
in Jerusalem. They talked about 
plans to exhibit his works and do 
workshops in March 2015 in Addis 

Ababa. Azoulay – recipient of the Tel Aviv Museum prize 
and the Mazes Prize – studied at Bezalel art academy; 
showed his works at Israel and Tel Aviv museums and 
galleries in Israel, New York, and Rome.

Monica will in addition collaborate with Ethiopian 
acclaimed piano and keyboard player, Samuel Yirga 
who took part in the Red Sea Festival in Eilat, Israel. 
Samuel, according to Monica’s recommendation, has 
been selected by our Embassy to participate at an 
initiative of our Permanent Mission of Israel to the UN 
in Addis Ababa – a musical project: ‘United Pianos,’ a 
celebration of unity through music, and a unique 2-3 
minute video project starring ten pianists from around 
the world, simultaneously performing a musical piece.
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Ethiopian master of Begena performed at Jerusalem Sacred Music 
Festival

(Right) Alemu Aga and Monica Manaker before his departure to Israel

Jerusalem – Alemu Aga, the 
renowned Ethiopian musician, 

singer, and master of the Begena 
sacred musical instrument, visited 
Israel in September as a guest and 
a performer at the Jerusalem Sacred 
Music Festival.

Alemu, invited by the Jerusalem 
Season of Culture (JSOC) non-
profit organization, performed at 
two shows. The first one at “The 
Jerusalem Music Center, Mishkenot 
Sha’anamin” for the show titled: 

“Masters: Alemu Aga (Ethiopia)” on September 10; and 
the other at the Tower of David as part of the event: 
“A Night Stroll – A night of performances, music, and 
rituals” on September 12. The Jerusalem Sacred Music 
Festival, returning this year for a third time, is a project 
that calls out to musicians of every color and creed 
to come to Jerusalem and celebrate their unique 
traditions.

Alemu Aga and our Cultural Affairs Director Monica 
Manaker are currently working on a concert “Te’amir – 
Miracle” at the synagogue in Addis Ababa to be held 
during the Hanukah celebrations.
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Discussing voluntarism and Synagogue construction

Ambassador here with Israeli volunteers and local community members

Gonder – Ambassador Belaynesh 
met with Ato Mulugeta 

Tegegne, the man in charge of 
a Synagogue construction in 
Ambober town –– the center of the 
Jewish community in Gonder. He 
resides there heading all operations 
regarding the synagogue including 
receiving official guests visiting 
from outside Gonder as well.

She also met with Israeli volunteers in Gonder 
who have given a very helpful hand there to the 
community from taking in homeless children from the 
streets, to providing them education and coaching 
them regarding what they need to know in their lives, 
sanitation issues, etc. They also organize charity events 
for the needy.
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Israel provided capacity building to Ethiopian farmers

Butajira – Israel, in collaboration 
with USAID, the Ethiopian 

Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), and 
PIN (People In Need), provided 
agricultural capacity building 
training for Ethiopian farmers 
and agricultural personnel from 
August 19 to 21, 2014 at the 
Butajira Centre of Excellence under 
the theme: “Modern Fruit and 
Vegetable Crops Production and 
Management”.

The training, provided to 30 Small 
Holder Horticulture Program 

(SHHP) enlightened farmers and Development Agents 
(known as DAs) from Sidama and Gedio Zones of 
Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples Region 
(SNNPR), focused mainly on fruit trees production 
(Avocado), but also included compost preparation and 
vegetable growing. It was given by Israel’s Agency for 
International Development Cooperation (MASHAV)’s 
local experts and coordinators: Mr. Dessalegn Hailu 
and Amerga Menji with the supervision of MASHAV’s 
agriculture expert and trainer, Mr. Ofer kahani. The 
People In Need (PIN) Ethiopia Mission partnered in 
financing this particular training, supported by the 
Czech Republic government.



Israel in accordance with standards and guidelines of 
the WHO. Moreover, two Israeli doctors, Dr. Leslie Lobel 
and Dr. Victoria Yavelsky, reached significant findings 
to help develop a human antibody therapy as they 
studied Ebola and Marburg virus survivors. 

At a special Security Council meeting on the Ebola 
crisis, Israel’s Permanent Representative to the UN, 
Ambassador Ron Prosor stated: “Israel has sent 
emergency funding and medical supplies.” 

Ambassador Ron Prosor’s speech:
http://mfa.gov.il/MFA/mashav/Latest_News/Pages/Israel-Addresses-Security-
Council-on-the-Ebola- Crisis-.aspx
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Deputy Amb. Leo participated in emergency meeting of the AUPG
- Israel addresses Security Council on the Ebola crisis
- Israeli doctors came up with Ebola vaccine

Dr. Lobel seeks out patients who survived Ebola and Marburg (left); Dr. Lobel and 
colleagues collect samples from Ebola survivors in Uganda (right)

Amb Prosor addresses Security Council on the Ebola crisis Copyright: UN Webcast

Addis Ababa – Deputy 
Ambassador Leo Vinovezky 

took part in the critical information 
sharing and consultative meeting 
that stressed the importance of a 
substantial international effort to 
combat the deadly Ebola outbreak 
in West Africa. The AU Department 
of Social Affairs-PSC also held an 
emergency session to discuss 
the crisis and consider urgent 
responses.

Joining the international efforts 
to prevent the spread of Ebola 
in African nations, our Embassy 
through our MASHAV division in 
the African Union will purchase 100 
Personal Protection equipment kits 
to be used inside the AU compound 
as well as a quarantine center at Bole 
area in Addis Ababa. This follows 
Israel’s donation of three mobile 
emergency clinics manufactured in 
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Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh attended the briefing on 
U.S.–Africa Leaders Summit at the 
U.S. Embassy in Addis Ababa. The 
Simmit, hosted by U.S. President 
Barak Obama, was attended 
by close to 50 African leaders, 
ambassadors, government officials.
During the briefing, made by 
the U.S. Ambassador to Ethiopia 

and the U.S. Ambassador to the AU, Ambassador 
Belaynesh learned that they had a successful summit 
on the topics: “Working Session on Resilience and 
Food Security in a Changing Climate”; “African Growth 
and Opportunity Act (AGOA)”, expanding the U.S.-
Africa economic relationship and business deals; clean 
energy finance signing ceremony; help for African 
children with HIV; educating girls and empowering 
women; and wildlife trafficking, among others.

AICAT, Embassy, Ethiopian Universities and Colleges of Agriculture 
see 2nd round of cooperation

Special briefing on Africa Summit

Ambassador Belaynesh and DCM Leo here with ARAVA AICAT staff: Minda Shifer-
aw, Hadas Gutman, and Ilana Neno (from left to right)

1st round winners of AICAT scholarship

Israel – The first year 
cooperation between AICAT 

(Arava International Center for 
Agricultural Training) and the 
Ethiopian Universities and Colleges 
of Agriculture is successfully 
completed with the graduation 
of more than 40 students from 
different Ethiopian universities.

The beginning of the second 
round of trainings commences 
this September with participation 
of fifty two Ethiopian university 
students (from Wondogenet, Jijiga, 

and Jimma Universities) that will receive full scholarship 
to go to Israel for one year for practical capacity 
building trainings by Israeli agriculture experts and 
farmers focused on modern irrigation mechanisms as 
well as new hi-tech agriculture including agriculture 
on deserted areas at agricultural production spots in 
the ARAVA.
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Israeli volunteer doctor Prof. Hartstein on free eye treatment and 
voluntary mission

Prof. Hartstein performing eye exams in Gondar

Prof. Morris Hartstein here with his lovely family and our Embassy staff

Gondar, Addis Ababa – Prof. 
Morris Hartstein, an American 

born Israeli, gave free eye surgeries 
and treatments to patients both in 
Gondar and Addis Ababa hospitals.

In Gondar, Prof. Hartstein gave 
lectures to the residents at the eye 
hospital and also presented to Dr. 
Yared (Chairman of Ophthalmology 
at Gondar Hospital) some medical 
equipment he brought from 
Israel. In the Jewish compound, he 
examined close to 100 people with 
eye problems.

In Addis Ababa, Prof. Hartstein gave lectures for 3 days 
to the residents; worked in the eye plastics clinic at 
Minilik Hospital with the local doctors and staff; and 
taught surgery for 2 days in the operating room. He 
also brought medical supplies to Minilik Hospital.

Prof. Hartstein moreover is on a mission to institute a 
3 month fellowship program for Ethiopian surgeons 
to go to Assaf Harofeh, Israel to learn. Prof. Hartstein 
and family (wife and 4 kids) spent 2 days feeding 
and playing with the babies at the Mother Theresa 
Orphanage.
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Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh and our Economic 

Attaché Mr. Serkalem Adigeh were 
present at the aviation security 
discussions and consultations and 
an agreement signing between 
Israeli and Ethiopian civil aviation 

authorities. The agreement was signed by Mr. Ishay 
Don- Yehiya (Director, International Relations and 
Air Transport Division-CAAI) representing the Israeli 
delegation, and Ato Endeshaw Yigezu (Director, Air 
Transport and Planning at the Ethiopian Civil Aviation 
Authority) representing the Federal Democratic 
Republic of Ethiopia.

With the new agreement signed, the Ethiopian airlines 
will fly to Israel and vice versa 14 times a week, that 
is twice daily. Ambassador Belayesh on behalf of the 
Israeli government expressed her gladness to have 
facilitated the new agreement.

This agreement took place pursuant to the reflections 
of the consultative discussions made at Ben-Gurion 
Airport in early July this year, and reached decision to 
further bolster the excellent relations between Israel 
and Ethiopia in this field.

Ethiopian First Pediatric Surgeon to-be, trained in Israel, posts 
memoir of his journey

Israel-Ethiopia Aeronautical Consultations
New aviation agreement signed

Israel – Dr. Yayehyirad Mekonnen, 
Ethiopian medical surgeon 

on study in Israel to become a 
pediatric cardiac surgeon, soon 
graduates from Wolfson Medical 

Center (sponsored by Save A Child’s Heart) and wishes 
to commemorate every step of his absorbing journey 
as well as to call out to a team of professionals to work 
with him in Ethiopia in a worthwhile task of making 
the country a better place for children.

He posted his calling in his message: A JOURNEY INTO 
BECOMING THE FIRST PEDIATRIC HEART SURGEON 
IN ETHIOPIA, A COUNTRY OF ALMOST 90 MILLION 
PEOPLE. http://www.hakimyayu.wordpress.com

“This BLOG will be a memoir of my journey through this 
challenging task. I would like to share it with supporters 
of this incredible cause. ...... it is imperative that the 
foundation’s ideology and my dream in Ethiopia is 
realized.”

Amb. Belaynesh here assisting the singing event
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Visiting the Jordan River Farm

Menagesha area, Ethiopia – 
Thanks to the owners Anat 

Harari Rosen and Yosi Rozen, our 
Deputy Ambassador Leo Vinovezky 
visited the farm together with 

Embassy staff and the new Ambassador of Czech 
Republic to Ethiopia, Ambassador Karel Hejč with 
his wife Michelle. During this special meeting, they 
discussed the promotion of cooperation between 
MASHAV and the Czech agency for development.
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Addis Ababa – Ambassador 
Belaynesh and her deputy Leo 
attended the experience sharing 
workshop organized through the 
MASHAV-Embassy-ATA-CINADCO 
Cooperation.

Our Embassy, the Ethiopian 
Agricultural Transformation Agency 
(ATA), MASHAV, and CINADCO are 
partnering in technology transfer 
and adaption as well as establishing 
technical support network with 
experts in Israel.

Our Embassy and the ATA organized 
a half-day workshop on August 28, 
2014 at ATA’s conference room, 
where two agronomists from 
Israel, Reuma Lambez and Assa 
Linn, shared their experience with 
technical experts working in and 
around fruits and vegetables. The 
experts’ presentations particularly 
focused on potentials to establish 

nurseries for apples, pears, peaches, apricots to tap 
into a unique opportunity in Ethiopia.

Conference targeting poverty reduction in Africa

Mashav-Embassy-ATA-CINADCO Cooperation opening

Ambassador Belaynesh speaking at ATA opening (Above); Seblewongel Deneke, 
Director of Gender Program at the ATA speaking (Bottom)

Addis Ababa – Deputy 
Ambassador Leo Vinovezky 

participated in a conference held at the Institute 
for Security Studies (ISS) with the theme: “Reducing 
Poverty in Africa – Realistic targets for post-2015 MDGs 
and Agenda 2063”.

He met with Dr. Jakkie Cilliers, Executive Director at 
ISS and discussed future cooperation between Israeli 
researchers and think tanks thru the embassy. They 
also discussed some regional events and issues. Leo 
invited ISS Addis to participate in an international 
conference of think tanks in Jerusalem by the end of 
2014.



The late Eduardo Campos
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Addis Ababa – Deputy Head 
of Mission Leo Vinovezky and 

his counterpart from Embassy of 

Visit to the Alliance Ethio-Française

Trilateral cooperation in discourse

Embassy extends condolences on passing of H.E. Eduardo Campos

Leo and Monica with Mr. Olivier Dintinguer of the Alliance

Addis Ababa – Deputy 
Ambassador Leo Vinovezky 

and Cultural Attaché Monica 
Manaker paid a visit to Mr. Olivier 
Dintinguer from Alliance Ethio 
Francaise to discuss art exhibitions, 
music shows, film screenings that 
will take place at the Alliance very 
soon.

Addis Ababa – The Embassy of the State of Israel 
extended profound condolences over the passing 

of H.E. Eduardo Campos, Brazilian presidential 
candidate. Our Deputy Amb. Leo Vinovezky signed 
in Portuguese on the Book of Condolences at the 
Embassy of Brazil in Addis Ababa. 

Following his death, periods of official mourning were 
decreed by the Brazilian president, Dilma Rousseff.

the Czech Republic in Addis, Václav Kuželka, held 
courtesy meeting to discuss trilateral cooperation 
issues between the two countries in Ethiopia.


